Current’s TriGain
Technology

®

See your facility in a new light with

TriGain® Technology - Product porfolio
Recessed & Suspended

LAL Series

Suspended

LOP Series

LIS Series

LDS Series

LUS Series

SS Series

LAB Series

LBV Series

Suspended - Retrofit

LUR2 Series

Recessed

LVT Series

LET Series

LBT Series

Recessed - Retrofit

LVR Series

Downlights & Track

LRC Series

LTS Series

LDX Series - Round

LDX Series - Square

What is TriGain® Technology
Red phosphor drives the inverse relationship between color quality and
the efficiency of a spectrum. Standard red phosphors are very broad, and a
significant amount of their emission is wasted in the inefficient deep-red and
near-infrared regions. For enhanced color quality, the red phosphor is typically
shifted further out into these inefficient wavelengths.
Current has spent a considerable time and effort developing a narrow red
phosphor named TriGain®, a potassium fluorosilicate (PFS) phosphor
providing an efficient solution to premium color quality.

TriGain® Efficiency

R9

CRI

High Color rendering
index (CRI) of light is
critical to optimally
displaying objects and
environments.

Until now:

A saturated solid red,
R9 plays a key role in how
accurately color appears.

LPW

Because lighting is a major
contributor to energy
usage, maximizing lumens
per watt (LPW) is a must.
Until now:

Increasing R9 has
decreased efficiency
by 20%

Until now:

Every 10-pt. increase
in CRI has led to a
15% decrease in LPW

Increasing LPWs has
resulted in lower color
rendering quality.

TriGain

®

Technology
90 CRI:

The Color Rendering Index (CRI) is a scale from 0 to 100 percent indicating how accurate a "given" light source
is at rendering color when compared to a "reference" light source.
The higher the CRI, the better the color rendering ability. Light sources with a CRI of 90 or higher are excellent
at color rendering and should be used for tasks requiring the most accurate color discrimination.

R9:

R9 is the score that represents how accurately a light source will reproduce strong red colors.

The TriGain® Difference

Best Colors

90 CRI
&
R9 > 90

Better
Efficiency

UnSurpassed

LED A

TriGainTM

80 CRI

90 CRI

+10pts

160 LPW

168 LPW

+5pts

R9 < 30

R9 > 90

+60pts

TriGain® Technology not
only surpasses CRI and CQS
standards, but according to
the Department of Energy
(DOE) and our own TM30
standards whitepaper.
TriGain® also surpasses
TM30 standards!

LED B

TriGainTM

90 CRI

90 CRI

127 LPW

168 LPW

+32pts

R9 < 45

R9 > 90

+45pts

Explaining Metrics

Definitions:
CRI:

Color Rendering Index, commonly referred to as CRI, is a method used to measure how color
looks to the human eyes, depending on the light source as compared to the sun. CRI provides
a scale of values up to 100, with 100 being the best color rendering light quality and a value
below zero representing very poor color rendering.

CQS: The Color Quality Scale or CQS. Was created from the need to find an alternative to the
unsaturated CRI colors. Developed by NIST, there are 15 highly saturated colors that are used
to compare chromatic discrimination, human preference, and color rendering.
TM30: A new quality metric that was recently adopted by the IES to supplement and eventually
replace the old CRI (CIE) Metric for measuring fidelity of a light source

What is TM30?
TM30 takes a wider view into gamut (Color Saturation) and potential distortion
with LEDs and new phosphor or saturated color mixing.

TM30 vs CRI

TriGain® & IES TM30 Standards

CRI

TM30

Basics of TM30 video
TM30 DEO Report

• Color metrics are evolving to match the capability of LED technology,
• CRI and R9 giving way to more detailed methods in TM-30.
• Color preference studies are trending towards a high fidelity, enhanced saturation
light source for optimal color performance.

TriGainTM Video
TriGainTM Whitepaper

• The unique nature of Current’s TriGain® phosphor, with its patented narrow emission,
presents a technological leap beyond the rest of the market for both color and efficiency.
• Only a few light sources can meet the recommended color performance requirements for
the TM-30 system, but TriGain® stands alone as the only one to do so with high efficiency.
• TriGain® products provide best-in-class color and efficiency, now and into the future.

Current State of LED Market

Understand the impact of
excellent color quality

Lighting designers

Increased Sales

Architects

9 in 10 retailers believe better rendering of item color
would
increase sales.*

Retailers

What decision-makers like about TriGain®

Increased productivity
6 in 10 office
decision makers
think ‘true color’
rendering can
increase productivity
in an office.*

9 in 10 lighting decision makers find TriGain®
technology very appealing*

Key Points:
• TriGain® Technologies high CRI/R9, high LPW and comparable price is very appealing to
qualified lighting professionals
• Customers recognize the benefits of high quality light for their office and retail spaces
• Market is starting to shift from CRI Metric to TM30 standards and TriGain®
is already ahead of the curve
• Current LED fixtures with TriGain® are the only place to get high CRI, high LPW, TM30 value
and a comparable price

The Current Difference
Our products embody quality and reliability. With over 100 years of experience designing lighting
solutions, you can trust our products and the warranties that back them. GE Current, a Daintree
company builds on a legacy of quality and a tradition of providing reliable, trusted products.

www.gecurrent.com
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